
THE EVOLUTION OF CELL PHONES

Mobile phones have transformed dramatically to become information and Scroll through the timeline to see how and
when phone technology evolved.

Grullon believes that cell phones of the future will be adapted to appeal more to our emotional senses. And the
evolution takes new direction as the time goes by. Mobile payments also emerge with Apple Pay and Android
Pay offering users the possibility of buying things with their smartphone. In fact, mobile phones as we know
them today have only been around in the last 20 years. Atlast, all the shares of Nokia were bought by
Microsoft a year ago. It was a partnership between the Modi Group and Australian telecom operator Telstra
that brought the first cellular network to India. One million devices have sold as of April  Ubergizmo predicts
that it will be a Japan-only handset. In the same year, Nokia was released and the antenna was placed inside
the phone. This change was possible not only through technological improvements such as more advanced
batteries and more energy-efficient electronics, but also because of the higher density of cell sites to
accommodate increasing usage. Nokia N73 This immensely popular smartphone has sold millions of models
worldwide, and is still in wide use as of  It is then where the mobile phone creates an indelible mark in the
history of wireless devices, since that this phone could talk at anytime, anywhere. Qwerty keyboards also
made an appearance in the shape of the Nokia but It was the that proved the popular phone due to its slick
design and cutting edge features including Infrared, a fully functional calendar and an FM radio. Additional
charge of Rs. Needless to say, it stole the show at the Mobile World Congress MWC tech expo and was one of
the biggest hits of the year. The was one of the early experiments with keyboard layout. Due to the small
number of radio frequencies available, the service quickly reached capacity. Made with recycled water bottles,
cheap, and an abundance of features for the low price. It begins work on a brand new OS â€” Windows Phone.
Motorola Krave The Krave design features a transparent flip that acts as a secondary touch surface to access
additional features. And if you wanted to send a text message, you had to scroll through each letter with a
physical spin dial. And the hordes of Gen X-ers heading to Asia on the backpacker trail. It was also the first
device to feature a monochrome LCD screen. Now dubbed the O. And because you had to hold it at an angle,
it was hard to make calls too. Advertising on the mobile phone first appeared in Finland when a free daily
SMS news headline service was launched in , sponsored by advertising. The result was million sales
worldwide. Despite this, it still retained our favourite features from the original , including the iconic design,
super-long battery life and even an updated version of Snake. India had only 5 million mobile subscribers in 
But the twist was that the camera could only be enabled by swivelling the bottom half. Only the rich people
had cellular phones. It had 6 colours with interchangeable back and front panels. The technology, which was
supplied by Huawei, achieved a peak downlink rate of Mbps. Neil Papworth, aged 22 at the time was a
developer for a telecom contractor tasked with developing a messaging service for Vodafone. The earliest
smartphones let users access email, and use the phone as a fax machine, pager, and address book. Resources If
you have half an hour to kill and really want to get into the evolution of the cell phone and its cultural impact,
check this full-length documentary from CBC. The steel frame of this sleek smartphone from Nokia fits into
your palm. Meanwhile their face-scanning technology enables you to unlock your device just by looking at it.
Gradually, features like voicemail were added, but the main purpose was talk. The early s were also a time of
wild experimentation and Nokia seemed to aim at to release a phone to suit every taste.


